
Check-Up #13 

Skills: auditory discrimination (medial, long or short vowel sounds), blending (3-4 phonemes), phonics 
chunks (digraphs and blends), sneaky “e” 

Teachers ask students to write their name as neatly as possible next to the word “name.” 

1-6) auditory discrimination (medial, long or short vowels):
Teachers say a word.  Students decide if the medial vowel sound is long or short.  Students circle Cat 
with arms spread wide/long for a long vowel sound.  Students circle Cat with hands close together 
for a short vowel sound. 

• I am going to say a word. You decide if the middle/medial vowel sound is a long vowel sound
or a short vowel sound.  Circle Cat with her arms out wide for a long vowel sound.  Circle Cat
with her hands close together for a short vowel sound.

• Words:
1. plane
2. sneak
3. braid
4. tag
5. bib
6. mute

7-10) blending (3-4 phonemes):
Teachers say a word in segmented phonemes with wait time in between.  Students blend the sounds 
and figure out the corresponding word by circling the picture for that word. 

• I’m going to say a word in three or four sounds, and you need to blend the sounds to make a
word.  Once you know what the word is, you can circle the picture for that word that is in the
row.

7) /sh/ - pause - /A/ - pause - /v/
8) /g/ - pause - /l/ - pause - /O/ - pause - /b/
9) /t/ - pause -  /I/ - pause - /m/
10) /b/ - pause - /O/ - pause - /n/

11-14) phonics chunks (digraphs and blends):
Teachers say a digraph or a blend by saying the sound or sounds, not the names of letters.  Teachers 
also give a sample word.  Students find the digraph or blend in that row and circle it. 

11) /fl/ - flip
12) /pr/ - press
13) /ch/ - champion
14) /sh/ - shadow

15-20) Sneaky “e” or NOT:
Teachers say a word.  Students decide whether the word written needs a sneaky “e” or not to sound 
the same as the spoken word from the teacher. 

15) glob
16) cane
17) kite
18) cape
19) hid
20) hope

NOTE: This quick assessment can be scored but is more effective when used as a check of whether students are 
mastering phonemic awareness and learned phonics. 
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